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DRAMA KEYWORDS            (S1)

acting
playing a character in a drama

action
events in a drama

audience
people watching a presentation

blocking
The process of arranging the actors' moves on stage. The Director  plans the actors' 
entrances, exits,  and moves.

character
The part which an actor creates (a personality in a drama)

communicate
to tell, or put across

(to) corpse
when an actor loses concentration (slang)

creating
making up a piece of drama ; improvising

cue
signal for speech; action of technical effect

dance
artistic expression through movement
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develop
make more detailed; build on

…
dialogue
conversations involving two or more characters

diction
clarity of speech; verbal style; how someone speaks

down stage
acting area closest to the audience

drama
representations of life deliberately created through acting

evaluate
assess; judge

expand
make bigger; develop

expression
showing feeling through action

facial expression
look on face which shows feeling

flashback
scene showing an earlier event

focus
central point ; main idea
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freeze
the body is totally still

idea
thought; proposal

improvisation
creating a piece of drama

key moment
one of the most important parts in a drama

lines
written speeches of the play, memorised and spoken by the actors.

masking
the blocking of the audience's view of an actor by another actor; OR hiding an actor, 
or area of the stage from the audience

mime
stylised movement creating the illusion of reality ; acting without words

monologue
scene in which only one character speaks

motivation
reason behind speech / movement

/

moves
actions performed by an actor
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narrator
storyteller

offstage
the area behind the setting of a play, either at the sides or at the back

onstage
the area in front of the setting, seen by the audience 

pace
speed of speech or movement

pause
break in speech ; short silence

performance
the presentation of a piece of drama

plot
the central action round which the play is written

portrayal
how character is shown by an actor

present
to show an audience

prop
real or imaginary object used by an actor in a drama

props
Abbreviation for 'stage properties'
“ ”
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proscenium arch
stage within an enclosing arch

reaction
response to what happens

realistic
believable; like real life

rehearsal
practising of a performance before it is shown to an audience

relationships
how people or ideas connect with each other; how characters interact

rostrum (singular)        rostra (plural)
block(s) /platform(s) used to create raised parts/ different levels of a stage

/ /

scene
part of a drama set in one place and time

set
abbreviation for 'setting'
“ ”

sight lines
angles of vision from which the audience sees the stage from all parts of the auditorium

situation
circumstances; specific point in a drama

space
place in which a drama is created or presented
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stage whisper
an exaggerated whisper

status
the importance of a character

stimulus
starting point of any drama

storyline
account of events; main facts of a drama

strike
moving a piece of scenery or furniture from a stage

tension
excitement; build up of expectation

theme
subject ;  what the drama is all about

time
when a drama takes place ( time of day / historical period)

upstage
the area of a stage furthest from the audience

voice
sound uttered by the mouth

volume
loudness


